Exploring Satisfaction Towards Web Text Reading Among Dyslexic and Normal Learners
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Abstract—The study aims to investigate the difference in satisfaction levels between normal and dyslexic learners when presented with various web text modes. Due to the high percentage of web users who exhibit some traits of dyslexia, presenting a web text that follows the guidelines which are meant for normal users poses challenges to dyslexic users. Acknowledging the ubiquitous use of the web for learning and the massive availability of text on the web as well as the significant number of dyslexic learners, this investigation intends to derive appropriate guidelines for displaying web text that could accommodate both normal and dyslexic learners. This qualitative study employs a multiple case study design and data are mainly collected via observation and guided interviews. The study reveals that existing dyslexia-friendly text guidelines are also appropriate for normal learners and contrary to the popular belief that assistive technology such as screen readers are helpful in reading, reading text aloud does not always work for both dyslexic and normal learners.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The definition and concept of dyslexia can be described in many ways. Some are based on medical models, while others are centered on the educational impact and the possible causes of dyslexia [1]. Literally, the word dyslexia is derived from Greek words, ‘Dys’ means poor or inadequate and ‘Lexis’ means words or language [2], [3]. It is more comprehensively defined as a specific learning disability which affects the development of literacy and language related skills which can hinder a person’s ability to perform language-related tasks such as word recognition, reading, writing, spelling, reading comprehension and sometimes speaking [4], [5]. Dyslexia is often misconstrued as a person with poor intelligence, sluggishness or a result of impaired vision [6]. However, [7] and [8] stated that many people with this disability have average or above average intelligence and generally not linked to low intelligence.

To date, a number of guidelines are recommended to facilitate reading among people with dyslexia. For example, considering the visual stress experienced by dyslexics, [9] publishes a set of guidelines for creating dyslexia friendly text and similar guidelines are also published by [10].

Numerous web text guidelines to cater the needs of normal users are also available, for example those by [11] and [12]. There are also inclusive recommendations on web text formatting that move beyond typical users to include users of all ages, experience levels, and physical or sensory limitations such as those proposed by [13] and Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) that provide technical standards on how to make web content more accessible to people with disabilities [14]. According to [15], most of such inclusive recommendations consider diverse group of physical and cognitive disabilities instead of focusing on the specific needs of people with dyslexia.

Existing guidelines for web text accessibility focus either solely for dyslexia, normal or diverse (normal and all other types of disabilities and differences) web users. Minimal effort is known on deriving inclusive web text accessibility guidelines that are appropriate only for normal people and people with dyslexia. This study aims to yield guidelines that afford web text reading for both dyslexic and normal learners by exploring their satisfaction toward different web text modes.

II. METHODOLOGY

This qualitative study employed a multiple case study design. It involved twelve dyslexic secondary school students (7 female, 5 male) as well as 12 normal secondary school students (8 female, 4 male), with their ages ranging from 14 to 18 years old. Data were collected by observing participants’ behavior and their facial expression when using each of the web text modes as well as via guided interview sessions.

A. Web Text Modes

This study involved the use of three web text modes, named as Control, Standard and Enhanced. Each mode consisted of a reading passage. Table I shows the differences and similarities between these modes. In the Control mode, the passage was presented using the layout and typefaces that are similar to those commonly found in a conventional printed book. As for the Standard mode, the passage was presented based on some dyslexia-friendly text guidelines as suggested by [9]. The Enhanced mode was similar to the Standard mode except...
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with the addition of a screen reader to read the web text aloud.

TABLE I. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE WEB TEXT MODES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modes</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Satisfaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>Dyslexic</td>
<td>Moderate and Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>Dyslexic</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhanced</td>
<td>Dyslexic</td>
<td>Excellent, Moderate and Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Excellent and Moderate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Instrument

Satisfaction is one of the major aspects used to evaluate learning effect. To ensure the validity of this construct, various literatures were reviewed to derive relevant questions for the interview guide which was used in the study. Satisfaction is found to be positively affecting students’ behavioral intention to participate in online learning and such behavioral intention is highly correlated with learning effectiveness [16]. Questions to reveal the satisfaction of participants check whether the experience with the web text modes produces positive feelings and attitudes [17], willingness to focus when learning [17], management of emotions [17] [18], management of behavior [17], perceived usefulness and ease of use [19]-[21], [18], [22], learning motivation, and learning interest [17].

C. Procedures

Each participant was involved in three separate evaluation sessions. All these sessions were video-recorded. The participant was required to read the passage in each mode, followed by an interview guided by questions which were derived earlier on. The researchers also recorded all pertinent observations.

III. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

Table II shows the key satisfaction patterns that emerged from the data analysis.

TABLE II. KEY SATISFACTION PATTERNS FOR CONTROL, STANDARD AND ENHANCED MODES

A. Control Mode-Low Satisfaction (Dyslexic)

Refering to Table II, based on the questions that focus on participants’ willingness to focus when learning, it was found that most dyslexic participants regarded this Control mode as unattractive. Six of the dyslexic participants also expressed low satisfaction toward the easiness to read the passage. Sample comments include “The passage is lengthy…small font, unattractive color and boring” and “Design looks boring and words are too small”.

Some dyslexic participants also reported negative emotion as they thought the passage made them nervous, confused, uncomfortable, and the passage was perceived as difficult to read. Among the reasons given include “Words move around makes me feel very nervous” and “Difficult to read because black on white” which are related to the use of black font on white background as well as “Very lengthy… need to read and stop frequently”, “I feel lost because of the long sentences”, “I am scared of reading wrongly” and “Confused and stressed in identifying main points”, which are related to the use of paragraph form. Hence, these participants are classified as having low satisfaction.

B. Control Mode-Moderate Satisfaction (Dyslexic, Normal)

Most normal participants also thought the Control mode as unattractive. Half of the normal participants reported minor dissatisfaction as small font size caused some reading discomfort and lengthy sentences caused some confusion. These affect their satisfaction in terms of their emotion, behavior as well as perceived ease of use. However, the remaining normal participants and about half of the dyslexic participants reported this reading mode as not causing any discomfort, confusion and anxiety to them. Familiarity to such information presentation, which is often found on typical printed books, may explain their positive emotion and behavior towards this mode. Although some favorable comments were collected on this aspect, these participants are classified as having moderate satisfaction because they have the least satisfaction towards this mode when compared to the other two modes.

Reference [23] and [24] are among others who raised concerns over the direct application of standards used in printed sources for screen text. This finding provides evidence on the undesirable effect resulted by such application. An examination into the brain activities using EEG by [25] reveals that their subjects’ parietal lobes show tighter beta activity which indicates greater cognitive load when reading text on screen as compared to the similar printed text. According to them, the light from the screen that shines into the eye possibly causes this problem as parietal lobes are responsible for processing luminance.

C. Standard Mode-High Satisfaction (Dyslexic, Normal)

All participants reported satisfaction towards this reading mode. The reading passage was able to attract them to focus on it. They also did not experience nervousness and discomfort during the reading experience. Some of the comments include “I feel comfortable because can read myself” and “Easy to follow”.

In terms of perceived ease of use, participants also reported their reading as not difficult due to bigger font size and highlighted keywords. Dyslexic participants also highlighted the absence of “dancing words” which eased their reading to a comfortable level. The passage for this
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Standard mode was presented using black text on beige background, which produces lower contrast comparing to the black on white setting used in the Control mode. This finding further supports earlier work such as [26] who reported higher reading comfort for dyslexics when reading using settings that have lower contrast both in luminance and color.

D. **Enhanced Mode - Excellent Satisfaction (Normal, Dyslexic)**

Four dyslexic participants and eight normal participants reported excellent satisfaction towards the Enhanced mode. As compared to the Control and Standard modes, these participants made a firm preference towards the Enhanced mode. They perceived the screen reader as useful and would gladly use it for future web reading. The screen reader was regarded as successfully attracted them to focus on the passage. The screen reader did not cause them to feel nervous, discomfort or confused but rather eased their reading and understanding. A dyslexic participant commented “The sound helps me in remembering the passage...it is easiest to read with the screen reader...easy to follow through the passage without the need to stop”. A normal participant further commented, “It sounds like my teacher teaching”.

Screen reader is an assistive technology tool recommended to help individuals who struggle with reading as it facilitates decoding, reading fluency, and comprehension [27], [28]. This tool accesses a dyslexic’s listening capability and enables him/her to gain knowledge from an auxiliary source [28]. Reference [29] who studied on computer-based readers found that 70% of 28 middle school dyslexic students read with greater comprehension when using such readers and concluded that computer readers are important compensatory aids that enable dyslexics to perform more effectively in reading-related tasks. Many existing literature such as [30] [31]-[37] as well as [38] highlight the use of screen reader among people with disabilities which include learning disabilities, blind and visually impaired. As majority of the normal participants in this study also indicated their strong preference toward this mode, the screen reader is also deemed appropriate for this group of learners.

**E.** **Enhanced Mode-Moderate Satisfaction (Normal, Dyslexic)**

Analysis of data also revealed another subgroup of dyslexic participants who are classified as having moderate satisfaction. Two participants, who generally preferred the Standard mode, opted for the Enhanced mode if the reading passage was presented in English, a language in which they were not proficient in. These two participants highlighted the benefit of the screen reader in aiding their understanding of the English passage compared with self-reading. According to [39], unable to make sense of language is one of the problems reported by dyslexic web users. Thus, the findings from this study point to the potential of the screen reader in alleviating this problem. Another dyslexic participant chose this Enhanced mode over the Standard mode only when she was given the option to control the reading speed and play/pause function of the screen reader. As shown in the experiment done by [40], the reduced attention span of the dyslexic group is due to the slowing of the visual perceptual processing speed. The speed of reading the passage, which involves visual perceptual processing, needs to be coherent with the audio processing. Giving screen reader control option enables the speed for both processing to be adjusted accordingly. On the other hand, none of the normal participants commented on the needs for such control. A normal participant mentioned that she preferred female voice while another one preferred her teacher’s voice. Another three normal participants also commented on the audio distraction caused by the screen reader but still thought this affordance is better than the Control mode. Thus, they are classified as having moderate satisfaction.

**F.** **Enhanced Mode- Low Satisfaction (Dyslexic)**

Generally, those who were satisfied with the Enhanced mode thought the audio attracted their attention and helped much in their reading. The use of audio allows these participants to access knowledge using an auxiliary source via listening [41]. However, four dyslexic participants found the audio to be distracting. They are categorized as having low satisfaction as they reported their incapability to cope with both reading and listening at the same time and would not opt for such reading affordance.

**IV.** **CONCLUSION**

The low satisfaction toward the Control mode among the dyslexic participants implies the unsuitability of using text layout used in the conventional printed book for web text reading. Receiving the least satisfaction toward this mode, comparing to the other two modes, by normal learners leads to similar implication. This finding provides evidence on the risk of direct application of standards used in printed text for web text.

The Standard mode was designed based on dyslexia-friendly text guidelines. High satisfaction toward this mode by both groups of learners points to two important implications. Firstly, this finding provides empirical evidence on the appropriateness of using these guidelines among dyslexics as according to [15], many existing web accessibility guidelines for dyslexic users are not empirically derived. Secondly, high satisfaction among normal learners also indicates their acceptance toward web text that was designed using dyslexia-friendly guidelines. Hence, these guidelines are inclusive for these two major groups of online learners.

The distinct differences on the level of satisfaction for the Enhanced mode, ranging from excellent to low satisfaction, implies that the use of a screen reader does not fit all normal and dyslexic learners. While a screen reader may serve as an excellent reading aid for some learners, others found it distracting. Many existing guidelines, such as those suggested by [9] and [14]
recommend the use of screen readers to assist reading among the disabled. This finding suggests the use of screen readers may not necessarily aid reading among dyslexics. In addition, excellent satisfaction among some normal learners also indicates the potential to harness the benefits of screen readers among normal learners even though screen readers are often only recommended for dyslexics. This study concludes that dyslexia-friendly text guidelines, limited to those used in the Standard mode, are appropriate to be incorporated into the inclusive guidelines for presenting web text to both dyslexic and normal learners. Making screen readers as an optional aid for reading web text is another inclusive guideline as this assistive technology greatly benefits some dyslexic and normal learners but not others. This study could be further extended to derive more robust inclusive guidelines by examining dyslexic and normal learner’s perceived learning as well as cognitive and affective engagement toward these different web reading modes.
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